Cut-rate game players really are a ‘steal’

BY JIM BUTTS
THE DAILY IOWAN

UI junior Kelly Butts said she was getting a steal when she bought the “Power Player,” a video-game controller set that plugged directly into her TV and offered such classic games as Super Mario Bros. and Pac Man. She raced from the truth, seeking to avoid any suspicion.

The Power Player, normally sold at Coral Ridge Mall, downtown Iowa City, Des Moines, and other shopping centers nationwide, is likely illegal despite its widespread prevalence, according to industry experts.

Butts plugged directly into her TV and offered a description of the product. It appears moneywise simply rings, the Power Player is being peddled at prices in such cases as used, with confirmed locations in New Jersey, California, and the Hill of America in Minnesota.

Hirsch said such pirated game devices, usually imported from Eastern Europe, Brazil, or Southeast Asia through foreign networks, are a growing problem in the United States.

OEDA CONVICTIONS
2 face death in Cole bombing

A Saudi and a Yemeni are facing fire-arming trials: four other Yemenis get prison sentences

BY AHMED AL-MAIL

SAUDI ARABIA — A Saudi suspected of trying to ignite a series of attacks on U.S. soldiers was sentenced to death for the bombing of the USS Cole four years ago, the first such trial to be held since Saudi Arabia lifted the death penalty.

The judge ordered the four Yemenis that he sentenced to death in 1994 for the Cole bombing be taken to death row. The four were sentenced in absentia, as the suspects were not present for the trial.

With army officers on nearby rooftops and heavily armed soldiers surrounding the courthouse, Judge Najib al-Quarawi sentenced four people guilty of various crimes in connection with the Cole bombing.

The trial was opened in 1994, when the five Yemeni defendants were arrested in the United States.

These UI hams have utterly nothing to do with the world, and if any, they don’t trust the intruder.

Members of the radio club make up for lack of funds with plenty of ador

BY CLARE PIERSON
THE DAILY IOWAN

“We heard that was Napalm!” cried UI senior Andy Coven after five minutes of painfully listening to the static and gibberish snarling from his radio.

A man was finally emerged from the static, announced his code name and identified himself as a member of the Russian Navy. Coven replied promptly.

And just like that, in a sunny afternoon at City Park, a UI student and a man thousands of miles away were connected.

Coven was the president of the UI Amateur Radio Club, a small group of radio operators, or “hams,” who said their demonstration on Tuesday afternoon at City Park showed the appeal of radio.

“When I click this microphone, and the station turns me on, I hear the Northern lights, or the atmosphere, and connect to someone across the world, I think that’s really cool to a lot of people,” Coven said.

The physics/astronomy major described his contact as morning with a station on the west coast of France in 2003.

UI hams don’t require special licenses, and they can operate on batteries, they said. radiation, however, is not as useful in emergencies, as it can cause a fire.
Be a Crisis Center Volunteer Information Night Wednesday, Sept. 29, 7:00 p.m.

Enroll today!

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/mcat

Last chance to save!

$100 off MCAT Prep

Save $100 when you enroll in a Kaplan MCAT course in September.

Surge in oil prices could hurt Bush

BY TOM RAUM

WASHINGTON — If fuel prices keep climbing and that's their present high levels through the election, President Bush serves as a pendant reminder to voters that the economy is not in as great shape.

And that could pose problems for President Bush just as polls have increased the pressure to work against Bush's fragile lead in a state that he is aiming to win.

In the meantime, it could work for John Kerry.

The latest opinion surveys suggest any sustained oil price shock could subdue the rally and work against Bush's fragile lead in a state that he is aiming to win.

Bush has a pretty solid core audience this year, and while some analysts predict the prices will continue in the same high levels and should not fall, others suggest it will depend on a number of factors.

A key factor is that oil supplies are getting tight, and with the Middle East coming to a crunch.

"I think the uncertainty is feeding speculation that there is a new special factor every week, and that can be expected to have an impact," said one analyst.

In the short term, oil prices are getting tight, and with the Middle East coming to a crunch.

The administration last week agreed to sell 1.1 million barrels of oil from the government's strategic petroleum reserve. There is a concern that the oil shocks are running short and that there is a chance the situation could get worse.

"I think the administration is taking a step to show that it is now aware of the situation and that it is taking steps to address it," said one analyst.

Last month, the administration announced that it was going to sell 1.1 million barrels of oil from the strategic petroleum reserve. That was seen as a move to show that the administration was aware of the situation and that it was taking steps to address it.

"It's a signal that the administration is taking the situation seriously," said one analyst.

The administration's move came after a sharp rise in oil prices that had the world economy on edge. The administration had been under pressure to take action to address the situation.

"We are very concerned about the situation and we are taking steps to address it," said one analyst.

In addition to the announcement, the administration has been working with other countries to try to stabilize the situation. The United States has been in contact with other countries, including Saudi Arabia, to try to find ways to increase supply.

"We are working with other countries to increase supply and to help stabilize the situation," said one analyst.

The administration's announcement was seen as a move to show that it was taking the situation seriously and that it was committed to doing what it could to help stabilize the situation.

"This is a signal that the administration is taking the situation seriously and that it is committed to doing what it can to help stabilize the situation," said one analyst.

In the short term, oil prices are expected to remain high, and the administration is expected to continue its efforts to address the situation.

"We are committed to doing what it can to help stabilize the situation and to address the situation," said one analyst.
Storms' effects stretch beyond Fla.

BY JUSTIN POPE

While Florida's economy will get a shot in the arm from the impressive string of hurricanes this season, the rest of the country may notice the effects in their backyards. Even though they don't have a gallon of gas, a case of orange juice, or a box of bananas, many are feeling the pain.

People seem likely to affect Americans outside Florida, even to those who have never had these items. A rebuild could make roofs more affordable and help southern, pushing prices in the rest of the country. Florida's insurance market has been in some ways more turbulent, but these companies could come together to make improvement with the help of state and federal government.

On the other hand, vacation destinations and outside Florida could benefit from the situation about the state. It could be Northern states looking to buy a home? .

The Associated Press staff writer

Jack Daniel's 'light' anos many naps

BY MATT GOURIS

Tallahassee, Fla. — You've noticed that your Jack Daniels, the Kentucky distillery, has been making a move to cut down alcohol content in its products.

The brand has announced it will be lowering the proof of its flagship product, a move that the company says is in response to consumer demand.

The announcement comes as the price of a gallon of whiskey made as our fathers did is closing in on Johnnie Walker and Jim Beam.

The move is part of a larger strategy by the company to appeal to a younger demographic.

"We understand that the demand for a lower-proof whiskey is growing," said Dan Baker, the head of marketing for Jack Daniel's. "We want to be responsive to our customers and provide them with the option to enjoy our product in a way that is better suited to their tastes."
Kerry attacks Bush on oil cost

BY SCOTT LINDLAW

Democratic presidential candidate Sen. John Kerry was again being lashed by daughter Alexandra Kerry as he departs the airport in Maitland, Fla., on Wednesday, he was heading to Florida for the last presidential debate, scheduled for tonight.

Kerry attacks Bush on oil cost

BY NEDRA PICKLE

SPRING GREEN, Wis. — Sen. John Kerry and Sen. John McCain staked out different positions on the economy in a presidential debate, scheduled for tonight, that will be broadcast on four networks.

The personal shopper position offers:

- Competitive hourly rate
- Enjoying a diverse and drug-free work environment
- Working with management, sales management, and catalog sales
- A fast-growth area
- An opportunity to help people
- Professional and drama-free work environment
- No college degree required
- 24-hour service
- Work environment

The Personal Shopper position offers:

- Flexible schedules
- Competitive hourly rate
- Immediate 20% merchandise discount
- On-site fitness center and café
- Fun and friendly work environment

Interested applicants should apply online at:
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SEASONAL PERSONAL SHOPPERS

Nordstrom Direct, a leading Internet and catalog retailer, seeks seasonal Personal Shoppers for our new Cedar Rapids Customer Contact Center.

The Personal Shopper position offers:

- Flexible schedules
- Competitive hourly rate
- Immediate 20% merchandise discount
- On-site fitness center and café
- Fun and friendly work environment

Nordstrom Direct is an equal opportunity employer committed to providing a culturally diverse and drug-free work environment.

Interested applicants should apply online at:

NORDSTROM

3000 18" Street SW
Cedar Rapids
21-only: A lousy idea revisited

As the Iowa City Council yet again considers banning minors from local bars, one of our readers provides a thoughtful argument that raises serious concerns about the wisdom of casting a vote for a ban.

To the Editor:

The Iowa City Council yet again considers banning minors from local bars, one of our readers provides a thoughtful argument that raises serious concerns about the wisdom of casting a vote for a ban. In this letter, the author, who was raised in Iowa City and has owned a bar in Manhattan for 14 years, argues that the ban would harm the local economy and fail to address the root causes of underage drinking.

The author states that bars like O'Flaherty's have a positive impact on the local community, providing a place for residents to socialize and enjoy a good time. He argues that the ban would harm the local economy and fail to address the root causes of underage drinking.

He also argues that the ban would fail to address the root causes of underage drinking, as the ban would only serve to push young people underground, where they would continue to drink and engage in other illegal activities.

The author concludes by arguing that the ban would be a failure and that the council should consider a more thoughtful approach to addressing the issue of underage drinking.

In conclusion, this letter provides a thoughtful and well-reasoned argument against the ban on minors in bars. The author's perspective is valuable and worth considering as the council debates this important issue.

Sincerely,
[Reader's Name]
[Address]
[City, State ZIP Code]

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The Daily Iowan welcomes letters to the editor (no, not as a toast). Each writer may sign and include an address and phone number for verification. Letters should not exceed 300 words.

The Daily Iowan reserves the right to edit letters for length and clarity. The Daily Iowan will publish only one letter per writer per month. Letters will be chosen for publication at the editor's discretion.

ON THE SPOT

What should be the legal age for bar entry in Iowa City?

A little over a year ago, the City Council enacted an ordinance that increased the minimum age for drinking to 21 years old. Since then, the idea of allowing persons 18-20 years old to be served alcohol has been the topic of much debate. The City Council has been asked to reconsider this issue, and the public has had the opportunity to provide input on this matter. The City of Iowa City is planning to test if we can make an improvement in our public safety and health by raising the drinking age. The test will include randomly selecting bars and restaurants to be open to persons 18-20 years old. The results of the test will be used to determine whether we should make the drinking age 21.

Iowa City police will not be able to conduct an emergency response in a widespread area (or the entire under-21 crowd) were barred from the bars. After all, officers will still need to patrol downtown even if the bars were regulated to legal-age drinkers. Iowa City's streets and neighborhoods would be less safe if underage drinking were fostered to reduce.

Proponents of 21-only assert that Iowa City needs the law to be consistent with state law and that it is no state law that requires her patron to be 21. They may be right, but the idea of drinking is going to put people in it, whether we like it or not. It is for that reason that the city council is being asked to increase the legal drinking age in our community.

Iowa City has an undeniable problem with alcohol abuse. But we shouldn't blame ourselves entirely for this problem, as the city council is also responsible for increasing the drinking age. Some have argued that enough has not been done to discourage drinking and that the city council should be held accountable for this. And drinking in public places is often accompanied by other illegal activities, such as drug use. And this is not true of house parties.

This means that the city council should have the authority to enforce the law in these areas. That is why I support the city council's decision to increase the drinking age.

The City Council has wisely increased the drinking age. The city can then enjoy a few beers or glasses of wine. I think it's a fine idea. - Sponsorship 53- 

Pete Wasko
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Game controller sold locally may be illegal

GAME
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A
"A lot of gamers turned to selling games instead of buying them. They knew they had no legal option," Hirsh said.

Although the idea of multiplayer video games, with text printed video-game systems, was still in its infancy, there were the noodles needed for something big to happen. "Groups that have access to a broadband connection have the ability to move products across the country relatively quickly," he added, usually characterized of critical networks," he said.

Christine Bohannan, an associate US law professor and copyright law expert, said any device that copies games without the copyright owner's permission is illegal.

"If those devices have the same purpose and effect... then the question is, do they infringe," she said.

Bohannan pointed out that a Pixar//doesn't have permission to use some of its Brazil-based characters, including Disney// and Bobbi//, and said she's the owner of a video-game company for Nintendo of America, which sells the Power Player at a kiosk between Sun West Mall and the Coral Ridge Mall, declined to give her name or discuss the Mu// Player Representatives for the National Conference on Intellectual Property Law, an organization that is not affiliated with the court, said it is difficult to deal with, since the court has no jurisdiction to identify the box except for a "small...the trial in China" she added. "It's all illegal," she said. "If the system is illegal, I don't think we're going to see any comment." (MOMENT)" she said. "It probably would be just as smart to buy an old Nintendo." E-mail; Jennifer// Jack Bls:// jbls@bdhsou/.

Radio-club members passionate about connecting

RAIDOS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A

Radio-club members passionate about connecting

E ndorsement
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A

The court of not using any of the

"Absolutely stunning...boasting dazzlingly evocative sequences," Godin's vision is certainly impressive enough for this viewer to want back...more...

When machines learn to fool... who decides what is human...

"The evidence obtained by the officers allows for the determination of the course of events, which is crucial to the investigation, which is in the public interest," the judge added.

The typical burglars are young men, in their late teens or early 20s. They usually aren't students and can come from anywhere in the state, they said. "They are sometimes called "low-quality," they said, adding that victims should lock down when they are in the residence and when they leave home if they are still there.

"They may be there for property, but when they enter, you leave a roommate vulnerable to attack," Keri said, adding that victims should call 911 if ever confronted with a stranger in their home.

E-mail; E-mai/3 John// John@/o/.

Burglaries
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A

The typical burglars are young men, in their late teens or early 20s. They usually aren't students and can come from anywhere in the state, they said. "They are sometimes called "low-quality," they said, adding that victims should lock down when they are in the residence and when they leave home if they are still there.

"They may be there for property, but when they enter, you leave a roommate vulnerable to attack," Keri said, adding that victims should call 911 if ever confronted with a stranger in their home.
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British captive in Iraq pleads for life

The Briton is being held by the group that executed American hostages by Alexandra Davis

BEIJING (AP) - The government official said Wednesday that 121 North Koreans have been allowed to leave for northeast China over the past three years after giving up details of the killings were posted on the Internet, and the match desolate bodies were found in Beijing, said the embassy of the United States.

In China, the match desolate bodies were found in Beijing, said the embassy of the United States.

The official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, did not give details.

One dozen hostages were rescued by a group of Japanese officials said they would remove the operation in northern Gaza, on Israeli helicopter strike near a Gaza refugee camp killed one Palestinian militant and wounded another.
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Tennis duo still strong

BY RYAN LONG

THE DAILY IOWAN

The story began with an athletic program.

Now, a new chapter begins in Iowa City for tennis standouts Lauren Cole and Bennett Bennett.
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Washington, September 30, 2004

Bob Ryan, retired Boston Globe resident,增收 to be used, first of all, next of kin.

I ask you, how do you think it's a huge competition ...

There was also the decision to move the Texas Rangers to Dallas ...

... and that event.

George Will. "You can't do something with nothing. I'm a big believer in the city's biggest business, which is the ball game, not the stadium. If the City Council had to vote on the deal, I would vote against the deal."

... and that event.

In 1976, 1991, and 1995, the Metrodome was awarded the NFL's Most Valuable Stadium.

... and that event.

Ronald Reagan. "Let everyone in the District interested in baseball know that we're going to do everything to bring baseball back to Washington."

... and that event.

My relations with the school haven't been a big problem. I'm glad to say that the baseball team is better for the school."
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Peter's heavy drug use surprises Panthers

BY JENNY FRYER
ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHARLOTTE — Carolina Panthers coach Bill Polian was relieved and a little surprised when he learned that Cary Hieronymus had been arrested Saturday on charges of possession with intent to sell after a traffic stop.

The Panthers have been trying to overcome a long history of legal troubles, especially with their star receiver Terrell Owens, who has been arrested on charges ranging from assault to disorderly conduct.

Polian said he was surprised to hear about Hieronymus' arrest, but he didn't see it as a major concern for the team.

"It's not a big deal," Polian said. "I think he's got a lot of talent and we're going to stick with him."

Hieronymus, 24, was arrested in Springdale, Ala., and charged with possession with intent to sell and possession of drug paraphernalia.

The Panthers did not immediately confirm the arrest or provide details.

The team is currently in the middle of training camp and is preparing for the start of the regular season. Hieronymus, who has been a key player in the Panthers' offense, has been out since mid-August with a foot injury.

The Panthers are hoping to have Hieronymus back in time for the start of the season, but he will need to clear a number of hurdles, including being cleared by the team's medical staff.

"We'll have to see how it goes," Polian said. "He's working hard, but we'll just have to see where we are with him."
Youthful team looks promising

The two juniors are looking forward to add some leadership to a youthful team that went 0-10 in the Big Ten last season.

"I think it's a big advantage," sophomore Taylor Boldt said. "I think we've got a lot of things that we can use to build a team." Markham and Taylor have a style of play that they consider to be unique, and they have been able to build a team that is very good for me," Boldt said. "For me, it's been worth the road to Iowa." Markham and Taylor have already had some contact with the Hawkeye, Leura Bennett, as they have talked to Coach Houghton. I wanted to know how they changed, and she's one of the best. She's been cool that we have all these different kinds of players, and she is thus showing me what the team is like.
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FilIP GANO

CIUDAD DE MÉXICO — Dodgers infielder Jacob D'Angelo was suspended for the rest of the regular season by Major League Baseball on Wednesday, a day after a bottle-throwing tantrum during a win over Colorado.

A contentious Bradley said he will seek help to deal with his anger and wouldn’t appeal the suspension.

"From the bottom of my heart, I apologize for my actions," the 36-year-old Bradley said shortly after learning of the suspension. "Getting upset has never been in my nature. I know what I need to do for my life. I let anger get the best of me."

The Dodgers entered Wednesday night's game against the Rockies leading the NL West by three games over San Francisco with five remaining.

Bradley’s case was fixed an undisclosed amount by Bob Watson, baseball’s vice president of on-field operations. Earlier this season, Bradley was suspended for four games after throwing a bag of balls onto the field following an ejection. He has been open about his four-game suspension.

"You can’t condone an action like that," Dodgers manager Joe Tracy said. "I’m not standing here trying to exonerate you guys but I feel what I saw last night. It was wrong. He embarrassed his teammates, his organization, he realizes that. He admits as much to that. And you’re not gonna get to move forward, you’re not gonna get to help the guy and keep helping to help the guy."

Dodgers owner Frank McCourt said that while the team didn’t condone Bradley’s actions, it supports him.

"I think Milton Bradley has made a huge step today, accepting the fact that he can reach his potential as a human being by seeking help," McCourt said. "Milton comes to me on his own. It’s a courageous decision and I support it wholeheartedly."
CINCINNATI — Carson Palmer saw Chad Johnson running deep with a 13-yard cushion. Then, the safety was lurking somewhere, but this was too tempting.

Palmer lured both and hit him. He immediately regretted it. Again.

Twice during the Bengals' 23-9 loss to the Ravens on Sunday, Palmer got a little greedy and threw interceptions near the end zone, extending the Bengals' losing streak.

"What specifically am I going to do?" Palmer said. "We're going to stay our course and do fine."

Lewis again.

The defense and Ravens took a different approach, hitting him often and forcing quick decisions that led to occasional mistakes. He threw for only 174 yards against Baltimore.

The four turnovers against Baltimore underscored his first 306-yard passing game. Palmer was 25-of-32 for 310 yards.

Heading into a game Oct. 2, at Pittsburgh, Palmer leads the NFL with 123 passes thrown. That's definitely not our intention," Palmer said. "We're a running team. We want to run the ball there. When we're down, we have to start throwing. We definitely want to get up quick in this game and run the ball and really grind it down."

Lewis is worried that his team is starting to get worn down by criticism. The defense is giving up 105.2 passer rating and one interception, which translated into a gaudy 105.2 passer rating.

The team is 8-8 in the league, and the offense hasn't scored a touchdown in two games.

"I think there would be such days when you're going to knock a young quarterback, you get greedy, and you get three interceptions and a fumble," Lewis said. "I'm not going to say we aren't going to make mistakes. We're going to stay our course and do fine."

That doesn't happen.

"I share their disappointment, but we're not going to share their pain," Lewis said. "We're not going to share our losses and do our season made a number of fine plays. There are a couple of plays they learn from and never do again."

For the most part, he's looked good.

"He definitely did not have the season we were hoping for," Lewis said. "But he's learning. He's growing and so is Lewis' growing pains."

"You're a young quarterback, you get greedy, and you have to fight that temptation," he said.

The starting quarterback is Lewis' urge to protect his quarterback.

On Wednesday, he suggested that everyone should ease up.

"Our ideal is to win and to start, but how many times can we throw it into the end zone and get intercepted," Lewis said. "What we don't want in here is the interception we had last week. To Carson's credit, he hasn't done that other."

"We've got some tough times, and he's handling them very well. So, no, the offense, which he knew would need time to click.

The fans are another matter.

Encouraged by the 6-8 finish in Lewis' first season, fans bought tickets and reported playoffs. The first two home games drew the two largest crowds in the stadium's five-year history.

Their patience has run out already.

The Bengals (1-2) lost to their own season Sunday. Some fans were taking their backup seats for good — last year's NFL comeback player of the year — to make another comeback.

It won't happen.

"Our object is to get to the playoffs, and Iowa City, Iowa —

This is impossible for us to investigate
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...,
Men stumbke with the truth, but only those who pick themselves up and hurry off as if nothing happened.

— W. Somerset Maugham
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INTERNATIONAL WRITING PROGRAM 37 years of bringing the world's best writers to Iowa City

The world writes back

At a time when global opinion is divided, a forum for the world's writers is more important than ever. Writers find that forum at the UI's International Writing Program. Twenty-eight countries are represented in what's been called a United Nations of writers. STORY BY BETH HERZINGER

Yo! Yo La Tengo mixes it up at the IMU tonight

Yo La Tengo mixes it up at the IMU tonight music politics comedy

BY ALISSA VAN WINKLE

Yo La Tengo has mixed international pop radiation with honest tunes since 1984. But when it peppered Iowa City tonight, the New Jersey group threw something into the mix – politics.

The musical, comedic, political vaudeville act will take the band's humorous tone and political satire in an interview with The Daily Iowan. "This tour is more explicitly political than others, because there's election coming up."

The proceeds from Yo La Tengo's tour will be given to Kerry's campaign, and the authors have been vocal on the importance of voting. "Being able to listen to what these writers talk about and what their situation means is invaluable," said. "It provides context to the news reports we see on TV or in the newspaper."

This year's writers have the unique opportunity to witness the American presidential election process and learn to navigate the complexities of media biases, Merrill said. Many writers are researching or completing pieces for newspapers in their own countries.

THEWEEKENDINART&ENTERTAINMENT

The writers come to Iowa City from 28 countries including...

Argentina, Bolivia, Chile
Cameron, Egypt, Nigeria, Rwanda
Malaysia, New Zealand

Yo La Tengo

Yo La Tengo performs music along with David Kilgour, Rick Olson, James and Rachel, Doug McNew and Eugene Holmes Where: IMU When: 9 p.m. Tickets: $15

From left to right: Ira Kaplan, Georgia Hubley, and James McNew
First Daughter

First Daughter

First Daughter, a novel by Laura Hillenbrand, is about the daughter of the president of the United States. The main character, Samantha Mackenzie, is a college student in California during her father's first presidential term. Despite being a target of public scrutiny, she tries to lead a normal life, often relating to her friends and family.

Samantha Mackenzie (Kat Holmes) is a patient and willing actress who portrays the first daughter on screen. However, she struggles to separate her real life from her public image, and often finds herself torn between her responsibilities as a daughter and her desire for privacy.

The novel highlights the difficulties faced by public figures, particularly their children, who are often subjected to intense media attention. Samantha's story is a poignant reminder of the struggles of being in the public eye.

The plot revolves around Samantha's attempts to maintain a normal existence, while dealing with the pressures of her father's presidency. The novel explores themes of identity, family, and the challenges of growing up in the spotlight.
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Samantha Mackenzie (Kat Holmes) is a patient and willing actress who portrays the first daughter on screen. However, she struggles to separate her real life from her public image, and often finds herself torn between her responsibilities as a daughter and her desire for privacy.

The novel highlights the difficulties faced by public figures, particularly their children, who are often subjected to intense media attention. Samantha's story is a poignant reminder of the struggles of being in the public eye.

The plot revolves around Samantha's attempts to maintain a normal existence, while dealing with the pressures of her father's presidency. The novel explores themes of identity, family, and the challenges of growing up in the spotlight.
to La Tengo brings a political and musical agenda

YO LA TENGO CONTINUES FROM PAGE 1C

There is nothing about this image that indicates it contains structured data suitable for conversion into a tabular format. The content is primarily textual, including articles and advertisements for various events. However, without additional context or clearer formatting, it's challenging to represent this information as a table. The text includes mentions of events, dates, times, and venues, typical of a local or regional newspaper's entertainment section.
Iowa City is a U.N. of writers out on the prairie

In Iowa City, the world's writers are constantly on the move. Alaidy, a writer from Morocco, believes that it's a place where writers come from around the world to take advantage of the opportunities. Merrill strives to offer a plethora of daily discussions. The experience has contributed to his changed attitude about America. He had always thought of it as a place with talented writers, but now he understands why the United States is a world leader, although he still thinks the leaders have a lot to learn about power.

When I saw ‘monsters accomplishments,’ it made me laugh in a sick way,” he said. “A great leader must have power and the wisdom to use them, to win without killing anyone. What is American power but an illusion of how to use that power.”

The freedom people have to try things on a community level that could have a worldwide effect, he said.

“My friends think that it is lovely and I love it, but I tell them, ‘No, it’s not like that.’ It’s very sophisticated and very friendly,” he said. “Here I found the warmth of my country. People are very happy to help you and give you your time.”

SCOPE Productions Present:

Yo la tengo

September 30th IMU Wheelroom

October 8th IMU Main Lounge
7:00 pm

Tickets available at the University Box Office and all Ticketmaster Outlets. UI Students, Faculty and Staff may change up to 8 tickets on their UID. Anyone requiring special accommodations please contact BOX OFFICE at 319-335-3536.